
The perfect combination.
Our Balance keyboard is wireless and shaped to fit 
perfectly with your RollerMouse Red or Free. The angle of 
the keyboard and its minimal front edge is easily adjustable. 
Strategically placed keys with increased pressure sensitivity 
reduce the strain.

Experience freedom!
A light and flexible product for an activity-based working              
environment or if you are often on the move. 
Since RollerMouse Free3 is so low, it is a good fit for slim 
and compact keyboards which also gives you all the benefits 
of precision and control.

Also 
available in wireless version!

Also 
available in wireless version!

Updated workhorse with enhanced functionality.
A trusted tool in a modern facelift. Adjustable click force and 
faster sensor technology increases precision. Suitable for 
those who have a full width keyboard and/or prefer a partially 
covered rollerbar. Pro3 has a narrow wrist support which is 
suitable in tight workplaces or for those who want a 
combination with a separate underarm support.

Intelligent precision and enhanced comfort.
If you value customization and spend your days in front of 
one or more monitors, the RollerMouse Red plus is for you.  
It features innovative technology that predicts your hand 
movements and has a sturdy, rubberized rollerbar. The extra 
deep palm rest provides a lower and smoother transition to 
the desktop and a better angle for the wrist.

Maximum support. 
Our stable forearm support, combined with the sturdy roller 
bar of RollerMouse Red, ensures the right posture for your 
neck, back, arms, and wrists. The forearm support connects 
you with the technology and helps you achieve a workflow 
with the best possible comfort.

Increased efficiency and support.
Rollermouse Pro3 plus is thoroughly tested and suitable for 
anyone who works with a full-size keyboard or prefers a partly 
covered rollerbar. The extra deep palm rest is the perfect 
complement to your standard keyboard. Providing relief
during long hours in front of the screen, it helps you save 
energy and minimize exertion with every motion. 
This is especially noticeable if you have tasks with repetitive 
motions. 

Unrivalled feel, speed and pinpoint accuracy.
RollerMouse Red is the most versatile RollerMouse to date. 
Its ergonomic benefits include an improved rollerbar with a 
surface structure that provides better control. As the holder 
of the highest dpi of all our products, RollerMouse Red offers 
ultimate precision and efficiency at work.

The keyboard sits level with the rollerbar and can be easily 
adjusted to a negative, neutral, or positive tilt.

Also 
available in wireless version!
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Tips to help you work safer and smarter.

www.contour-design.co.uk I info@contour-design.com

             
Computer Mouse: A centered mouse like              
RollerMouse keeps your arm from ending up too far 
out to the right. A centered mouse also allows you to 
switch between hands.

The keyboard: Many standard keyboards are too 
wide and cause the arms to angle outward. Instead, 
the keyboard should be low and compact.

The chair: Is your body meant to fit the chair or vice-    
versa? Make sure that the chair is properly adjusted 
for YOU.

The desk: The desk should be adjustable in height 
so that it can be used both seated and standing. The 
desk is the right height for you when your elbow is at 
a 90 degree angle.
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Ergonomics tips

Try 

30 days 

for free

Work smarter, 
more efficiently, 
and pain-free.
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Visit our website to discover the benefits of RollerMouse and tips 
to help you become healthier, safer, and more productive at work.

RollerMouse
A more efficient way to work.

RollerMouse helps you get the job done quickly and 
conveniently. With relaxed and variable positioning, you 
easily work precisely and more efficiently. This might be 
the simplest way to improve your workday. 

Individual needs, individual solutions
In the same way that our bodies are different, we have 
different tasks, working positions, and needs. Produced 
in collaboration with ergonomics experts, RollerMouse 
enables you to find the working position that is best for 
you.

Save energy and increase precision
RollerMouse sits right in front of the keyboard. Your 
hands are kept in front of the body working with small, 
gentle movements which relieves strain on your neck, 
shoulders, elbows, and wrists.

Customize your RollerMouse
How would you like your click sounds, cursor speed and 
click resistance?  You can easily change these things 
yourself. Naturally, you know how your work flows best. 

PC and
MACcompatible


